Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day

Directions: Together we read about Alexander and his not so great day. Make a text to self-connection and describe one day that was not so great in your life. Use complete sentences and draw a picture to explain your thinking.
Ways to Spell Words

Say it 🗣
slide it ⟷
hear it 🎧
write it 🖋️

Use words
A B C D
q be can do as did

Listen for little words inside
❓winter

Use words you know
art → smart

Write it part-by-part
cr
croc
croc
crocodile

Listen for syllables
Write sounds
Use a vowel a e i o u
Revving up to Read

Did you...

look at the picture?

get your mouth ready?

look all the way through the word?

stretch it out?

ask a friend?
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